
of postsynaptic receptors, as a form of synaptic

plasticity, to be a key element in associative

memory formation.

Circuit mechanisms of memory. By

using molecular tagging techniques, we esti-

mate that about a third of lateral amygdala

neurons undergo plasticity during the forma-

tion of a memory driven by a single condi-

tioning block. Because not all synapses on a

plastic neuron undergo modification, one neu-

ron may potentially participate in many mem-

ories, which allows combinatorial storage of a

large number of memories (48–50). Perturbing

plasticity in a small fraction of lateral amyg-

dala neurons appears to be sufficient to re-

duce memory function, which suggests little

robustness or redundancy. Memory formation

may require coordinated changes in synaptic

strength, and perturbing a few plastic units

may corrupt integrated function, much as the

inability of a few violinists to change key prop-

erly can detectably offset a symphonic per-

formance. Finding such sensitivity to small

perturbation is striking given that large lesions

(51) or advanced brain pathology (52) produce

little disturbance of memory formation.
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Spin-Charge Separation and
Localization in One Dimension

O. M. Auslaender,1* H. Steinberg,1 A. Yacoby,1. Y. Tserkovnyak,2

B. I. Halperin,2 K. W. Baldwin,3 L. N. Pfeiffer,3 K. W. West3

We report on measurements of quantum many-body modes in ballistic wires
and their dependence on Coulomb interactions, obtained by tunneling between
two parallel wires in an GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure while varying electron
density. We observed two spin modes and one charge mode of the coupled
wires and mapped the dispersion velocities of the modes down to a critical
density, at which spontaneous localization was observed. Theoretical cal-
culations of the charge velocity agree well with the data, although they also
predict an additional charge mode that was not observed. The measured spin
velocity was smaller than theoretically predicted.

Coulomb interactions have a profound effect

on the behavior of electrons. The low-energy

properties of interacting electronic systems are

described by elementary excitations, which

interact with each other only weakly. In two-

and three-dimensional disordered metals, they

are dubbed quasiparticles (1), as they bear a

strong resemblance to free electrons (2),

which are fermions carrying both charge and

spin. However, the elementary excitations in

one-dimensional (1D) metals, known as

Luttinger liquids (3, 4), are utterly differ-

ent. Each is collective and highly correlated

and carries either spin or charge.

We determined the dispersions of the

elementary excitations in one dimension by

measuring the tunneling current, I
T
, across an

REPORTS
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extended junction between two long, ballistic,

parallel wires in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc-

ture created by cleaved edge overgrowth

(CEO) (5). In this geometry, tunneling con-

serves both energy and momentum. Each

tunneling event creates an electron-hole pair

with total momentum Ik 0 eBd K Iq
B

and

total energy E 0 keV
SD
k, where 2pI is Plank_s

constant, je is the electron charge, B is the

magnetic field applied perpendicular to the

plane of the wires, d is the distance between

their centers, and V
SD

is the voltage bias

between them (supporting online text).

The rate of tunneling between the wires

depends on the ease of adding an electron to

one wire and a hole to the other, determined by

the electron-hole spectral function, A
k,E

. For

weak interwire interactions, A
k,E

is a convo-

lution of the individual particle spectral

functions, which encode the overlap of

electrons (or holes) with the many-body

modes of the coupled wires. Near V
SD

0 0,

in the limit of temperature T Y 0, tunneling is

appreciable only if kq
B
k 0 kk

FU
T k

FL
k, allowing

exchange of electrons between the Fermi

points k
Fi
0 pn

i
/2, where n

i
is electron density

in sub-band i and i 0 U or L stands for sub-

bands in the upper or lower wires. At finite

energies, interactions broaden the peaks of the

individual particle spectral functions, in partic-

ular giving them a distribution of momenta. In

spite of this, at E 0 0, A
k,E

is sharply peaked at

k 0 kk
FU

T k
FL
k for homogeneous wires (6).

Thus, as long as momentum is conserved in

the wires and in the tunnel junction, tunneling

near V
SD

0 0 is enhanced at the same B Q 0

values as without interactions

BT 0
I

ed
kkFU T kFLk ð1Þ

For inhomogeneous wires, the V
SD

0 0 line

shape of the spectral function encodes infor-

mation on the low-energy momentum distri-

bution of the many-body states (7).

Interactions become more important as the

energy associated with them increases relative

to kinetic energy. To increase this ratio, we

reduced electron density in the wires by

applying negative voltage, V
G

, to a 2-mm top

gate lying on the surface of the device. Figure

1A shows a typical low-energy measurement of

¯I
T
/¯V

G
, as a function of V

G
and B (supporting

online text). The derivative was measured in

order to be sensitive only to the signal from the

section of the device where density was

controlled by the gate. This was done by adding

a small ac component to V
G

. A zero-bias

anomaly (5, 7) was avoided by setting V
SD

0
100 mV. This measurement, as well as all those

reported here, was performed at 0.25 K.

Figure 1B shows the typical behavior of BT.

At high values of V
G

, tunneling was appreciable

only in a narrow range around BT. As a function

of V
G

, BT evolved continuously, following the

behavior of k
FU

and k
FL

, which allowed us to

invert Eq. 1 and extract the density in each

sub-band (Fig. 1C) (5) (supporting online text).

In practice, each wire contained several sub-

bands for most of the V
G

range. Tunneling

was observed only between sub-bands with the

same number of nodes (e.g., between sub-band

1 in the upper wire and sub-band 1 in the

lower wire or between 2 in the upper wire and

2 in the lower wire). Tunneling within each

pair of sub-bands, one sub-band in each wire,

gave rise to a similar set of features.

The dispersions of the modes can be

determined for every density in the regime

where we observed the BT peaks. The

dispersions are traced by the singularities of

A
k,E

at finite energy and momentum (Fig. 2,

A and B). For noninteracting electrons (Fig.

2A), the curves resulting from tunneling

either from or to a Fermi point produce four

curves: two shifted copies of the dispersion

in each of the two wires (5).

Finite interactions split the singularities

of A
k,E

(Fig. 2B) because of two effects. The

first is spin-charge separation, caused by

intrawire interactions, which creates two

modes for each noninteracting mode. The

second effect is mode mixing, caused by

interwire interactions. Generally, the mixed

modes are carried by both wires, giving rise

to four independent velocities (supporting

online text). This results in three identical

copies of each of the four dispersions. At the

limit of weak tunneling, the spin modes do

not couple, and as a result each dispersion

branch in Fig. 2A splits into a spin mode and

two coupled charge modes, creating four

curves near kq
B
k 0 kk

FU
j k

FL
k and two sets of

three curves near kq
B
k 0 kk

FU
þ k

FL
k (Fig. 2B).

The tunneling current, I
T
(V

SD
,B), is propor-

tional to A
k,E

, the singularities of which are

peaks for the parameters of our experiment (6).

During a scan of V
SD

and B, I
T
(V

SD
,B) changes

abruptly with a change in the number of modes

that can be excited with the available energy

and momentum, where A
k,E

is peaked. The

curve along which this happens gives the dis-

persion of a mode, E(k). In particular, the slope

at V
SD

0 0 gives the dispersion velocity, v 0
Ij1¯E/¯k. For the experimentally relevant

case of weak tunneling, we expected ten such

F
rin

ge
s

B+

A

VG*1 VG*2 VG*3

B-LF
s

B-

B+

LFU1

U2 U3

L1

L2

L3

VG*2
BC

n*

-4 -3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5

Fig. 1. (A) Gray-scale plot of ¯IT(VG,B)/¯VG. Onset of LFs for VG G VGi* are marked by arrows; Fringes
are finite-size fringes. (B) Zoom on the trace of BT for sub-band 2. At VG2* , BT are replaced by LFs,
drawn schematically. (C) Dependence of density in sub-bands 1 to 3 on VG. Ui and Li represent the
upper- and lower-wire sub-band i. The gray box marks the regime with a single occupied sub-band in
each wire (j3.45 V G VG G j2.90 V), which starts below upper-wire density n*.
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intercepts (Fig. 2B) but only four different

magnitudes of slope.

To determine the dependence of the disper-

sions on density, we measured ¯I
T
(V

SD
,B)/¯V

G

for different values of V
G

, ranging from 0 V to

j3.45 V. A typical result from the regime

where each wire had a single sub-band, j3.45 G
V

G
G j2.9 V, is shown in Fig. 2C. The

peaks that appeared in Fig. 1A at BT split

and move with a slope that gives an apparent

velocity u 0 dj1(¯B/¯V
SD

)
VSD

j1
0 0

. Accom-

panying these peaks are finite-size fringes (8).

Six slopes appear in Fig. 2C, two near B
j

and four near Bþ. Both B
j

slopes are negative,

giving ku
slow
j k G ku

fast
j k. Near Bþ there are two

negative slopes, giving ku
slow
þG k G ku

fast
þGk, and two

positive slopes, giving ku
slow
þ9 k G ku

fast
þ9k. For each

scan, we extracted all discernable slopes. The

results are summarized in Fig. 2, D and E,

where they are plotted versus the density of

electrons in the first sub-band of the upper

wire, n
U1

. In the shaded area, which extends up

to n* , 80 mmj1, as extracted from Fig. 1A,

only one sub-band is occupied per wire.

The unexpected presence of six different

branches of u in Fig. 2, D and E, wrongly

suggests that the coupled wires have more

than four independent modes. The error lies in

assuming that the band-filling induced by a

finite V
SD

is negligible (9). In reality, V
SD

induces charge transfer between the wires,

which is controlled by the mutual capacitance,

endowing k
FU

and k
FL

with a V
SD

dependence.

Thus, the actual excitation velocity is given by

v 0
kuTk

1 T gTuT
ð2Þ

where T refers to the crossing point, BT, near

which uT is extracted. The value of gT depends

on the capacitance matrix of the wires and was

calculated with a simple model (supporting

online text). The model consisted of two wires

of radius r, separated from each other by a

distance d d r and from a nearby gate by a

distance D
G

/2 d d. Because we applied V
SD

to the upper wire, keeping the lower wire

grounded, the energetic cost of adding

charge to the wires is given to quadratic

order in excess electron density, dn
i
, by

S
i
(E

Fi
dn

i
þ e2c

i
j1dn

i
2) þ 1

2
S

i,j
e2dn

i
c

ij
j1dn

j
j

edn
U

V
SD

, where i, j run over wire indices U

and L; E
Fi
0 I2k

Fi
2/(2m) is the Fermi energy,

c
i
j1 0 pI/(2e2v

Fi
); m is the band mass of

electrons; v
Fi
0 Ik

Fi
/m is the Fermi velocity

in wire i; and c
ij
j1 are elements of the inverse

capacitance matrix. In the random phase

approximation (1), the first term in this

expression is kinetic energy, and the second

is Coulomb interaction energy. By assump-

tion, the inverse capacitance of each wire to

the gate (c
UU
j1 and c

LL
j1) is identical: c

G
j1 0

(2pe)j1 logED
G

/r^. The inverse capacitance

between the wires cj1
UL

0 c
LU
j1 is c

M
j1 0

(4pe)j1 logE1 þ (D
G

/d)2^. Here r 0 10 nm

and d 0 30 nm. D
G
0 70 nm is the distance of

the wires to a parallel layer of dopants.

Using D
G
0 500 nm, the distance to the top

gate, has only minor influence because of the

log. The dimensions are roughly the molecular

beam epitaxy growth parameters of the hetero-

structure and were not adjusted. The result of

applying Eq. 2 is presented in Fig. 3. Clearly,

the model is successful when each wire has

only one occupied sub-band: All three fast

branches collapse on a single curve for n
U1

G
n*, and all slow branches collapse on two

curves (supporting online text).

The same model for interactions that

corrects for band-filling allows identifying

the branches in Fig. 3. For this, we turn to

the Hamiltonian of the coupled wires, which

consists of a free electron part and an inter-

acting part. Taking a long length approxima-

tion and bosonizing (10), we get

H 0
XN

i 0 1

X
s 0 j,

Z V

0

dx

�
p2

isðxÞ
2mnis

þ m

2
nisv

2
Fisq¶

2
isðxÞ

�
þ

XN

i; j 0 1

e2cj1
ij

2

X
s;s¶0j,

nisnjs¶

Z V

0

dxq¶
isðxÞqjs¶

¶ ðxÞ ð3Þ

The sums run over all N occupied sub-bands

and over both spin orientations. The density

Fig. 2. (A and B) Illus-
tration of the position
of the singularities of
Ak,E, with eVSD replac-
ing E and B replacing
k. (A) For noninteract-
ing electrons, there are
four curves. I, copies of
lower wire dispersion;
II, copies of upper wire
dispersion. (B) With in-
teractions, there are 10
curves: three duplicates
of each mixed charge
mode (marked 3 and 4)
and two copies of each
spin mode (marked 1
and 2). (C) Numerical
derivative, with respect
to B, of the measured
¯IT(VSD,B)/¯VG at VG 0
j3.00 V. Finite-size
fringes appear for B 9
Bþ and B G B

j
. All

extracted slopes are
marked and offset for
clarity. Triangles repre-
sent slopes extracted
near B

j
, giving kuj

fastk
(filled) 9 kujslowk (empty);
squares represent posi-
tive slopes near Bþ,
giving uþ9

fast (filled) 9
uþ9

slow (empty); circles
represent negative slopes near Bþ, giving kuþG

fastk (filled) 9 kuþG
slowk (empty).

(D and E) Apparent velocities, u, versus density, nU1. Each wire has
a single occupied sub-band in the shaded region. (D) Dependence of
u values calculated for small slopes on density. Overlayed curves

were calculated by setting v in Eq. 2 to vcj from Eq. 4 and solving
for uT. (E) Dependence of u values calculated for large slopes on
density. Overlayed curves were calculated by setting vsU,L 0 vFU,L/1.25
in Eq. 2.
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of spin orientation s in sub-band i is n
is
0 n

i
/2,

q¶
is

is the gradient of the displacement oper-

ator, and p
is

is the conjugate momentum.

Within this model, which neglects back-

scattering, the velocities of the coupled-wire

modes are found by diagonalizing Eq. 3 with

a canonical transformation. This yields spin

velocities equal to the Fermi velocities. For a

single mode in each wire, N 0 2, the two

charge velocities are (10)

v2
cT 0

v2
cU þ v2

cL

2
T

"�
v2

cU j v2
cL

2

�2

þ

vFUvFL

�
2e2

pI
cj1

M

�2
#1=2

ð4Þ

Here v
ci

is the charge velocity in each indi-

vidual wire (11): vci=vFi 0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ Ui=ð2EFiÞ

p
,

where U
i
0 e2n

i
/c

G
is the interaction energy.

Physically T corresponds to symmetric or anti-

symmetric excitations (Fig. 3, B and C). When

the wires are identical, both modes are carried

equally by both wires, but when the densities

differ, as in the experiment, the symmetric

mode is carried primarily by the more occupied

wire, the lower wire, whereas the antisymmet-

ric mode is carried primarily by the upper wire.

We have overlaid the result of Eq. 4 on

the corrected velocities in Fig. 3, A and E.

The fast velocities follow the calculated v
cj

closely for n
U1

G n,* attesting to the validity

of the model and leading us to associate

them with the antisymmetric charge mode.

The faster v
cþ, on the other hand, is com-

pletely absent from the data. This is to be

expected near B
j

, where tunneling creates

interacting electron-hole pairs that propagate

together, excitations that are almost com-

pletely antisymmetric. On the other hand,

near Bþ none of the excitation branches

should be suppressed, as they are all ex-

cited by tunneling, leaving the issue of the

complete absence of the symmetric mode

unresolved.

Turning to the slow branches in Fig. 3,

D and E, we find linear dependence on the

bare Fermi velocities, v
si
0 v

Fi
/f

i
, where f

U
0

f
L
0 1.25. The linearity and the fact that

f
i
9 1, suggest that these modes are the spin

modes. Theoretically, one expects a spin

velocity equal to v
F

as long as back-scattering

is weak, whereas stronger back-scattering

reduces it below v
F

(12–17). For example,

one group (14, 15), using Monte Carlo

simulations, found that the expression fpert 0
1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 j V2kF

=ðpIvFÞ
p

(supporting online

text) gives an upper bound to the ratio

between the v
F

and v
S
. However, a plot of f

pert

Fig. 3. Excitation veloc-
ity versus density. (A)
Velocities obtained from
Fig. 2D. Curves are the
charge velocities vcj
(green) and vcþ (black)
(Eq. 4). (B and C) Il-
lustration of the sym-
metric/antisymmetric
coupled-wire mode (þ,
excess positive charge; j,
excess negative charge).
(D) Velocities obtained
from Fig. 2E. The lines
are vsU 0 vFU/1.25 (ma-
genta) and vsL 0 vFL/1.25
(red). The scale is the
same as in (A). (E) Plot
of vF/v for the velocities
in (A) and (D). vF was
calculated from nU1 in
all cases except for vF/
vslow
þG and vF/vsL. In the

latter two cases, vF was
calculated from the den-
sity in the first sub-band
in the lower wire. The
red and magenta curves
from (D) overlap here.
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Fig. 4. (A) Two-terminal conductance of
the upper wire as a function of VG, mea-
sured by applying a dc voltage bias of
100 mV along the wire. The step height
deviates from the universal 2e2/h be-
cause of the indirect upper wire contact
(27, 28). This measurement depends very
weakly on B, which is 1.3 T here. (B) Simul-
taneous measurement ¯IT(VG,B)/¯VG, show-
ing that localization is concurrent with
the conductance drops.
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in Fig. 3E shows that f
pert

does not account for

the deviation of f
i

from unity.

Further examination of Fig. 1A down to

the depletion of each sub-band in the upper

wire reveals that the continuous evolution of

each set of BT peaks is replaced by a series of

vertical streaks, dubbed localization features

(LFs). These occur in a small range of V
G

below V
Gi
* 0 j3.45, j2.55, and j2.20 V, for

each of the three upper-wire sub-bands we

observed. Each set of LFs signals an abrupt

change in the momentum-space content of

the wave function in the depleting sub-band.

Above V
Gi
* , finite-size fringes for B G B

j

and B 9 Bþ accompany the BT peaks,

signifying that the states in both wires

contain only wave numbers higher than the

Fermi wave number and implying that they

are extended (8). The location of the fringes

at B G B
j

and B 9 Bþ indicates that the

potential along the nonuniform upper wire

has a hump, with a typical length given by

the period h/(eDB
fringe

d) , 0.75 mm, consist-

ent with the barrier the surface gate induces.

Below V
Gi
* , we find that each LF fills a

broad range in B, lying roughly between the

extrapolations of BT. This implies that the

wave function of the state along the upper

wire is localized. We are thus led to conclude

that the B streaks signify a qualitative change

in the self-consistent potential at V
Gi
* , which

marks a transition between an extended state

and a localized state. The localized states

appear while the more occupied sub-bands are

still fully conducting, in contrast to a recent

study of inhomogeneous wires (18).

The localization transition affects trans-

port along the upper wire. Figure 4A shows

the two-terminal conductance along this

wire, G(V
G

,B), which is quantized. The

stepwise decrease of G(V
G

,B) with density

is a hallmark of ballistic transport in a wire

(19). We were able to measure G(V
G

,B)

simultaneously with ¯I
T
(V

G
,B)/¯V

G
, by

recording both the dc current along the upper

wire and the ac component of the tunneling

current (supporting online text). The posi-

tions of the steps in G(V
G

,B), which have a

very weak dependence on B, are concurrent

with the localization transitions apparent in

Fig. 4B. We thus conclude that electrons in a

sub-band cease to conduct because of local-

ization while their density is still finite.

The localization transition hints that

bound states come into existence over the

barrier induced by the top gate, which we

used to vary the density. The possibility of

this occurring has been addressed in the

context of the 0.7-anomaly in point contacts

(20–23). Using a variety of theoretical tools,

it was found that, when the density is low

enough, a bound state may exist over the

barrier (16, 24–26). Our measurements show

clear evidence for this scenario in long 1D

channels. Finally, 0.7-anomaly-like features

are observed regularly in the conductance

steps of CEO wires similar to ours (23).

Further work is needed to show a direct link

between the 0.7-anomaly and the observed

localization features.
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Simultaneous Tomography and
Diffraction Analysis of

Creep Damage
A. Pyzalla,1* B. Camin,2 T. Buslaps,3 M. Di Michiel,3 H. Kaminski,1

A. Kottar,1 A. Pernack,2 W. Reimers2

Creep damage by void nucleation and growth limits the lifetime of
components subjected to loading at high temperatures. We report a
combined tomography and diffraction experiment using high-energy synchro-
tron radiation that permitted us to follow in situ void growth and
microstructure development in bulk samples. The results reveal that void
growth versus time follows an exponential growth law. The formation of large
void volumes coincides with texture evolution and dislocation density,
reaching a steady state. Creep damage during a large proportion of sample
creep life is homogeneous before damage localization occurs, which leads to
rapid failure. The in situ determination of void evolution in bulk samples
should allow for the assessment of creep damage in metallic materials and
subsequently for lifetime predictions about samples and components that are
subject to high-temperature loading.

The efficiency of electricity-generating plants

and gas turbines depends strongly on their

components_ sustainability of loading at high

temperatures. The service lifetime of these

components in most cases is controlled by

creep-induced cavity growth. In order to

quantify the remnant lifetime of creep-loaded

components, models have been proposed that

have their basis in parameters characterizing

microstructure damage (1–4). Microscopic

methods have been used to determine, for

example, the fraction of grain boundaries

damaged by cavities. Creep damage has thus

only been determined from two-dimensional

images. Because microscopy also necessitates
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